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About This Game

Our once peaceful world is wrapped in a dark fog. Travel as Tegan back in time to stop a curse that has ever threatened the
world. Only one of your long-dead ancestors knows how to stop the curse. Armed with a cyber gun you travel back to the

Middle Ages and search for Relict. With a lot of humor and many bad jokes you will experience the story of Tegan in the Age
of Darkness.

What you'll experience in Age of Darkness (features)

Explore the regions of Cuna, Venaria and the underworld accompanied by self composed music.
Encounter countless dialogues in which you can decide what to say.

Find new friends.
Solve puzzles and find items.

Find Relict and defeat the darkness.

Age of Darkness is a family friendly game containing no violence or swearing.
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RIGHT IN THE CHILDHOOD!
this arcade is pure love to the old ones <3
Full of jokes but straight forward to the action.
You must try the Coop and survival modes
Don't miss this title :). Final Take is a Slender Man rip off game that has an interesting concept, but a pretty bad execution.

Story:

Final Take puts you in the shoes of two different characters, a man named Adam but you mainly play as a girl named Sarah who
wants a job in a mental hospital, but when she arrives there she finds the place abandoned and someone stalking her throughout
her exploring the place.

The story is nothing impressive, it's rather generic stuff and it's a typical cliche of mental hospitals have a bad history and is the
result why it's haunted in the present. Not to mention the story doesn't really do anything special and in less than an hour of
playing it all comes to a close.

Graphics:

Final Take is a by no means bad looking game, it's a decent looking game, but the VHS filter that is constantly distorting the
screen is actually really annoying and makes certain areas hard to see even with a flashlight. In the second chapter this actually
makes it much more difficult to play as you have to avoid an enemy you can see through a camera and with the darkness and the
vhs distortion makes it hard to see her.

Audio:

When talking about Audio I'll start about the music as I don't have much to say. It's pretty much a single generic track that is
played throughout every chapter and it's very mediocre, I can pretty much say this about all the SFX in this game, it's all very
generic indie stuff that the more you hear the less scary it becomes.

Now the voice acting. The voice acting is absolutely atrocious. Sarah's voice actress talks way too much and she when she talks
she says a lot of nonsense that makes you cringe and not get scared. For example her scream is so bad that I would say it's one of
the worst screams in all horror media. Also when the actress talks she talks so loud that you can hear the mic feedback when
playing the game. As for Adam he rarely speaks, but his actor is pretty bad as well, but at least when he speaks there's no mic
feedback.

Gameplay:

Final Take is pretty much a Slender Man rip off, to the point where in the second chapter the goal is to actually collect 8
pictures scattered across the hospital. The game is only 4 chapters long and you can finish the entirely game in under an hour,
maybe 30 minutes. There's two chapters where you have to get a certain place and two slender man rip off stages and the
walking chapters are extremely short less than two minutes long.

Not to mention when doing the pages chapters you have to avoid an invisible enemy, in chapter 2 you're given a camera to see
the enemy, but in the last chapter you can barely see her, so avoiding her is way harder, which makes it a really frustrating
chapter to play.

Verdict:

Final Take is an insanely mediocre Slender Man rip off, it's incredibly short, not scary and frustrating to play. Honestly when
you can play the original Slender Man game for free or even buy a fairly decent remake for cheap on a sale, I'd say it's not worth
bothering with this.

Final Rating:
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3\/10

Pros:
+ Story is okay

Cons:
- Frustrating gameplay
- VHS filter makes everything hard to see
- Voice acting is atrocious

If you liked this review please consider joining https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/groups\/completingthebacklog and 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/groups\/ImperialReviews. Great indie horror game!
First, my bias: the majority of indie horror games I play are off of itch.io/gamejolt, so I have a really low bar.

Story: It actually has one! I won't give any spoilers, but it wasn't exactly groundbreaking, but more than enough to keep me
interested to see it to the end as well as to justify the well made creepy house.

Atmosphere: Looks nice! Full of spooky sounds (I didn't even run into any cheap jumpscares. Some exist, but I didn't think they
were cheap). It's not the best looking graphically, but I'm not one to be caught up on that sort of thing.

Gameplay: Mostly fetch quests, but an interesting camera mechanic and variety of tasks to accomplish keeps things feeling
fresh.

Replayability: Decent replayability! A second time through you'll be able to unlock more achievements just from knowing when
things will happen, and there's 3 different endings to get which all do their own little thing to add to the lore.

Conclusion: It's cheap. Get it if you're into indie horror games and have a good 45 minutes to kill!

I made a Lumps Play. It's a let's play with pop-up comment bubbles. Forgive the self promotion and try it. Cheers!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6R-GXhZVuDI. The art is gorgeous and the sounds are effective, so understand how bad
the mechanics have to be for me to not reccomend this game. I like the explorative nature of walking simulators, but this game
consists of walking back and forth the same unchanging room until text happens.

Go read the actual story or listen to an audio version of it, don't waste your time or money with this.. Really interesting game i
really enjoyed it. best game for office lunch break !~. Don't waste your money unless you enjoy watching flotsam drifting
around in black water. 16 varieties of fish? Um, a catfish plus a tiger fish equals 2 fish, not 16.. Great game.
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Cute skin, plus I love seeing Aylas wearing this while steam rolling new players while they say shes op and broken because they
don't know how to WASD

10\/10. Crazy game with a lot of secrets and fun tidbits.
Some strange glitches here and there, but not sure which are actual bugs and which are there just for a crazy effect. XD. 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/sspf3VYOxfU

Yeah uh... this is barely a game...

Don't buy this.. Starlite: Astronaut Rescue is a very short game. It is no wonder the game is three dollars.
The says that it is part of a larger project, so as a standalone game it is a quick and casual idea of what NASA is planning for
2034. The player has to make a mathematical calculation at one point in the game, but besides that, it seems like a very basic
concept for a much larger game.. Don't let the spelling errors in the description put you off. You don't need words for
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Very good game. Gameplay mechanics are well explained in tutorial. Later levels
are challenging. Textures are nice. Music is nice. Totally worth buying. Introduction

Hardcore fantasy turn based strategy game. This is a modern version of the original and if any of you have played that than you
know how brutal this can be. Disease, hunger, dehydration all can kill you as well as enemies.

Graphics split into two sections
  World Beautiful for the most part and then just average in some areas (npc's especially females)
Combat
  Its full motion turn based combat and a different engine was used (appearently) and it is ugly. They dropped the ball imo here
as this is what many players complain about. The mechanics work well, but the rendered models are less than stellar. If only they
had really had more time on this it could have been awesome but I guess animation full motion is probably extremely
complicated. Also weapons are not diplayed correctly, for example a character with a sling is shown using a crossbow. Beleive
me they took a hit on yhat one with modern gamers.

Music
  Top of the line...seriuosly up there with Jeremy Soule and Two Steps from Hell
  Combat and other sounds
  Good to just o.k.
Interaction with world
  Like in the original 99% of the NPC's serve no purpose. So whem you enter a city you'll see people in the streets etc. that you
cannot talk to. Merchants and tavern keepers say the same old things over and over. You'll find your selves quickly pushing
dialouge(sp) buttons as quickly as you can.

Progression of characters
  Slow and grindy. However this game is about living in a fantasy world and at level 1 all your characters are really weak (as it
should be) and will fail much more often than they succeed. EVENTUALLY your heroes will start to improve but you are going
to spen ALOT of time in combat. Did I mention progression is slow?

Other stuff:
  Although you have healing magic, it is not gonna be enough to restore everyone to pristine condition so you are going to have
to find Inns to rest in. Now you can campout overnight and heal BUT wounds can get infected. As I said this a simulation
fantasy experience and it ain't gonna hold your hand. There are various diseases that can set in but they are all treatable with
herbs you can search for (good ones very rare as expected) or buy. Herbs and potions are VERY VERY VERY expensive.
Magic items are extremely rare but you can buy some enchanted weapons in some rare places but after seeing the prices you will
probably decide "Nah I will loot some magic off foes". This is simply a pipe dream it is so rare.

There are smiths
  Because your weapons get worn and can break (you better have a backup weapon for combat)
The stores, smiths, herb shops, healers, Inns etc. all have varied equipment and different prices. There is definetly some
economy management to your party. You will find yourselves going from shop to shop looking for the best prices because as I
may have mentioned, things are very expensive. If you are lazy and just buy from the first store that has the item you are
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looking for, then you may later learn you spent twice the amount of extremely important gold that could have been used
elsewhere.

there is also a weak haggling system. You can try for up to a 50% dicount but be warned if you anger the shop keepers they may
kick you out and refuse to deal with you until you leave town for awhile.

World size and quest
  The world is vast but quest are limited. You will spend all your time on the main quest as it sends you all over the place. There
are side missions too and I would reccomend doing them, but it wont be long and you will be on the main quest again. No
spoilers here so that is all I will say regarding quest.

Is it linear? Nope, you can go wherever you want, and do side quest in any order for the most part.

Bug?
  Yep. got some. Most are minor like the wrong label on items are events that don't really seem to do anyrthing. I personaly have
not come upon any game-breakers though.

So who will like this game?
  Older D&D players who appreciate using your imgination and really want the "feel" of a true wolrd. Grognards who keep
diligent notes and love a challenge. Hardcore gamers.

Who will not like this game?
  Console gamers that push "a" and everything dies type gamers. Gamers that like being spoon fed. Tales of MaJael (which I also
own and love) and rouge-like gamers. Probably. Its kinda the opposite of those type games. Rush players who want to quickly
become powerful and complete the game.

Overall
  I simply love this game. It can be tedious at times but I find myself losing hours in this world. Don't let played hours fool you
as I play offline alot because my bandwidth is also split between my two sons watching movies and playing online
console/computer games.

If you are a hardcore simulation type that can get past a few hiccups and use your imagination I whole-heartedly reccomend this
experience. Fast players give this a pass/

Final note...The devs had some legal issues and had to stop development and updates for awhile but are now back currently
working on a patch anb free DLC (Ithink) and most importantly making the game open to modders.. I'm glad I waited to finally
get into the game. New races are fantastic. Well voiced and full of charisma. I wish every game had the budget to voice
characters as well as this. Get it in the multipack for $10 as opposed to individually to save money. I'm just going to cut and
paste this review for all 3 since I really think they all go together.. Tanks - Check
Tanks that appear to be made out of lego - Check
Tanks with painted on tracks that don't move - Check
Tanks that seem to weigh next to nothing - Check
Tanks that bounce off of everything in the world and do gnarly 360 degree spins - Check

Overall if you like looking at the back of a tank while the tracks slide along the ground.
Whilst the cannon you are aiming at the enemy.....doesn't aim at the enemy.
Whilst listening to terrible voice acting
And liberally topped with graphics like a 90's console game.
This game is for you.

If you like games that are playable and you can throughly enjoy.......
Well you may be better off looking elsewhere.
. This game is so awesome, graphics are swedish (sweet).

Replayable? I enjoy replaying missions to improve my rewards that enlarge my army for multiplayer.
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I replay missions just for the hell of it to experiment and might decide to destroy the entire landscape.

The attention to detail is great, there is even a discussion thread about faction characteristics!

The game is very well made and super challenging, you can't just grab your army and attack, you will command different units
to specific jobs using common sense to bring your self to victory.

The devs are great, they listen and respond promptly, and will change things if your request is concrete.

Some complain it's too hard, that is why this is a good game.

Completely recommended.

40 years of videogaming under my belt.
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